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Abstract. Travelling compression regions (TCRs) are per-
turbations in the magnetotail lobe magnetic field caused by
structures moving Earthward or tailward within the plasma
sheet. Previous works have suggested that these structures
are created by either time-dependant reconnection occurring
at a single X-line, forming a flux-bulge-type structure, or
space-variant reconnection at multiple X-lines, forming flux-
rope-type structures. In this study we examine an event in
which Cluster 2 observed a TCR while the 3 remaining Clus-
ter spacecraft observed the underlying magnetic structure at
a range of distances from the neutral sheet. The magnetic
structure has a velocity of (99, 154, −31) km s−1 in GSM
(|V |= 186 km s−1), an estimated size of 1.19RE along the
direction of travel and a size between 1.94 and 2.86RE in
the direction perpendicular to the current sheet. As the struc-
ture passes the spacecraft, Cluster 1 and Cluster 4 observed a
bipolar signature in BZ , plasma-sheet-like plasma and field-
aligned electron flows. Cluster 3 passed closest to the cen-
tre of the structure and observed two separate reductions in
the plasma density (with field-aligned electron flows); these
drop-outs in the plasma sheet were possibly created by the
actions of X-lines. The second drop-out in the plasma sheet
also includes a reversal of the ion flow, a signature consistent
with the passage of a reconnecting X-line past the spacecraft.
Between the X-lines, the plasma outflow from the X-lines
caused an increase in pressure which led to a localised ex-
pansion of the plasma and also the observations at Cluster 1
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and Cluster 4 and the TCR. Our observations do not uniquely
match either of the flux rope or the flux bulge predictions
although the observation of two plasma sheet drop-outs (in-
terpreted as X-lines, one active, one dormant) with plasma-
sheet-like between them and only one TCR is a situation ex-
pected in multiple X-line reconnection.
Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Magnetotail; Plasma
sheet) – Space plasma physics (Magnetic reconnection)
1 Introduction
Travelling Compression Regions (TCRs) (Slavin et al., 1992,
2003b, 2005; Owen et al., 2005) are transient perturbations
and compressions of the magnetotail lobe. The compression
of the lobe in the direction perpendicular to the current sheet
results in a peak in the magnetic field magnitude (and hence
BX GSM as the tail field is directed mostly in X GSM) and
a bipolar signature in the magnetic component directed nor-
mal to the current sheet (nominally in Z GSM). Observations
have shown that TCRs have a compression ratio (1B/B) of
∼1–10 % (Slavin et al., 2005). TCRs have been observed
travelling both Earthwards and tailwards; the direction of
travel can be deduced from the sense of the bipolar signa-
ture. A bipolar signature consisting of a negative excursion
followed by a positive excursion in BZ has been shown to be
Earthward travelling (Slavin et al., 2003a); conversely, bipo-
lar signatures consisting of a positive excursion followed by
a negative excursion are tailward travelling.
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Previous studies have suggested that TCRs are caused by
magnetic structures created in the near-Earth magnetotail
(Elphic et al., 1986; Moldwin and Hughes, 1994; Slavin et
al., 2003a; Zong et al., 2004). Observations of Earthward
travelling magnetic structures by Slavin et al. (2003a) identi-
fied 35 bipolar signatures, all of which were located between
−10 and −30RE (X GSM). These structures are formed by
reconnection (Elphic et al., 1986; Hughes and Sibeck, 1987),
and are centred on the current sheet. However, it is still not
clear whether these structures are a result of time-varying re-
connection at a single reconnection site (e.g. Semenov et al.,
1983, 1984; Biernat and Heyn, 1987) or reconnection occur-
ring at multiple reconnection sites within the tail (e.g. Slavin
et al, 2003a; Walsh et al., 2007).
In this paper, we examine a magnetic structure observed
in the magnetotail by the Cluster spacecraft during a period
when the relative position of the 4 spacecraft allowed the
structure and its environs to be variously sampled. We at-
tempt to deduce which, if either, of the two possible modes
of reconnection more closely matches the observations and
hence which was most likely responsible for its formation.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Sect. 2 reviews the
predictions of the time-varying and space-varying reconnec-
tion models; Sect. 3 details the instruments providing data
for this study, together with the orbit and configuration of
the spacecraft; Sect. 4 presents the observations; Sect. 5 is
an analysis of the data; Sect. 6 provides an interpretation of
the data and discusses the possible explanations and Sect. 7
notes the conclusions.
2 Review of models of magnetotail reconnection
2.1 Multiple X-line Reconnection (MXR)
The original model for multiple reconnection sites was pro-
posed by Lee and Fu (1985) in the context of the dayside
magnetopause, and assumes that reconnection occurs at two
(or more) adjacent reconnection sites (hereafter referred to as
X-lines). These will create a magnetic loop between them,
nominally lying in the XZ GSM plane (in the case of magne-
totail MXR). Hughes and Sibeck (1987) showed that, if there
is a cross-tail magnetic field (originating from a BY com-
ponent of the IMF), this mode of reconnection will create a
helical magnetic structure, known as a flux rope (Elphic et
al., 1986; Slavin et al., 2003a). One of the multiple X-lines
within the tail will generally reconnect faster than the others
(Schindler, 1974), and will thus begin to reconnect open lobe
magnetic flux prior to other X-lines. Lobe field lines recon-
nected at this “dominant” X-line will subsequently envelope
the set of flux ropes forming on either side. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, these hairpin-like field lines subsequently act to ex-
pel the plasma and the magnetic structures away from the
dominant X-line (Scho¨del et al., 2001; Slavin et al., 2003a)
along the current sheet; this occurs on either side of the X-
Fig. 1. Diagram of the central region of the magnetotail showing
multiple X-lines and the flux ropes that form between them. The
newly reconfigured, kinked field lines that envelope the flux ropes
act to expel them Earthward and tailward away from the fastest re-
connecting X-line. Diagram adapted from Slavin et al. (2003a).
line. Plasma, reconnected field lines and flux ropes located
Earthward (tailward) of the dominant X-line, travel in the
Earthward (tailward) direction.
The simplest model of the structure of a magnetic flux rope
is the force-free model (e.g. Lepping et al., 1990), which
is the minimum energy configuration for helical magnetic
fields. The model is force-free (F = J ×B = 0) as the mag-
netic tension force acting radially inwards is balanced by
the outward-directed magnetic pressure force, such that the
structure will not evolve with time (Priest, 1990). Forces
associated with the presence of plasma are ignored in this
model. The current is parallel to B everywhere, J = αB,
and “constant α” solutions for such structures are cylindri-
cal, with the magnetic field largely azimuthal at the outer
edge and becoming increasingly axial towards the centre, of-
ten resulting in a strong core field. The core field of plasma
sheet flux ropes can be up to twice the intensity of the tail
lobes (Slavin et al, 1995). The structure is invariant along
the cylinder axis (hereafter referred to as the invariant axis).
Figure 2 shows the variation of the components of the
magnetic field expected to be observed by a spacecraft pass-
ing through the centre of an idealised Earthward-travelling
force-free flux rope. For a crossing through the centre of a
flux rope, a spacecraft will detect a BX of zero, a unipolar BY
and |B| signature and a bipolar BZ signature. An off-centre
crossing (i.e. a crossing with a non-zero impact parameter),
is similar to the centre crossing with the exception that BX
will also peak at closest approach. With increasing impact
parameter, the magnitude and duration of the BY , BZ and
|B| signatures will decrease. The bipolar BZ signature will
have a positive and negative excursion of similar magnitude.
Due to the compression in the lobe caused by the flux
rope, a spacecraft in the lobe will detect a TCR (Slavin et
al., 2003b). A spacecraft travelling through a flux-rope-
generated TCR will detect a BX and |B| signature that peaks
at closest approach, a BY signature that depends on the IMF
induced BY in the tail lobe and a bipolar BZ signature. The
bipolar signature will have excursions of similar magnitude
and duration. During a TCR, the BX component and |B| will
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the magnetic field signature of a virtual space-
craft travelling through the centre of an Earthward travelling force
free model of the flux rope. The figure shows a plot of BX (red),
BY (green), BZ (blue) and |B| (black) vs. time. The BX trace is
zero, the BY and |B| traces peak and the BZ trace shows a bipolar
signature. The bipolar magnetic signature of the force free flux rope
has excursions of similar magnitude and duration.
peak, before reducing to a level lower than the pre-encounter
value. This is a result of reconnection driving a net loss of
magnetic flux from the tail in association with the forma-
tion of the flux rope. Flux ropes have been directly observed
and reported by a number of authors (e.g. Slavin et al., 1999,
2003a; Walsh et al., 2007; Imber et al., 2011), they are 2–
5RE in lateral extent and likely to be consistent with the
1B/B ∼1–10 % values reported in the literature.
Non-force-free magnetic structures have also been ob-
served (e.g. Henderson et al., 2006) and more sophisticated
models have been created to account for them (e.g. Mulligan
and Russell, 2001). The implied imbalance of internal mag-
netic forces suggests such structures may be undergoing an
evolution towards a force-free magnetic structure as this is
the minimum energy configuration. Real flux ropes are ex-
pected to contain plasma; if a plasma gradient is present, this
will contribute plasma pressure forces to the overall force
balance. The presence of plasma in a flux rope will gen-
erally decrease the magnetic field strength below that of an
ideal force free flux rope due to the diamagnetic effect. We
are unaware of any studies of the characteristics of particle
populations inside magnetotail flux ropes. Due to the con-
centricity of the field lines of a flux rope, the distribution
of the plasma may be expected to be spatially symmetrical
about the axis, and thus also symmetric about the inflexion
point of the bipolar signature in observations from spacecraft
passing through such structures. As the flux rope is formed
in the central plasma sheet (CPS), it is expected to contain
CPS-like plasma.
Fig. 3. A representation of the central magnetotail and the flux
bulges resulting from time-dependant reconnection (adapted from
Kiehas et al., 2009). The heated and accelerated plasma forms a
tear-drop-shaped outflow plasma region which displaces the lobe
magnetic field lines around it, causing a TCR. The reconnected field
lines, which are also displaced, run through the outflow plasma re-
gion and the current sheet. Throughout the outflow plasma region
of an Earthward travelling flux bulge, the magnetic field has a north-
ward component.
2.2 Time-dependent reconnection model
Semenov et al. (1983, 1984) and Biernat and Heyn (1987)
developed a model of magnetic reconnection based on
Petscheck-type reconnection (Petscheck, 1964) at a single
X-line. In this model, a time-varying electric field implies
a time-varying reconnection rate. A diagram of the result-
ing structure and the expected observed magnetic signature
are depicted in Fig. 3. In this model, reconnection creates a
set of standing shocks which bound the plasma outflow re-
gion. Moreover, the variation in reconnection rate creates a
tear-drop, or bulge-shaped, plasma outflow region; the mag-
netic field within this region is relatively weak, due to the
diamagnetic effect of the heated plasma downstream of the
shocks. The reconnected magnetic field and plasma region
will be collectively referred to here as a flux bulge. In this
model the magnetic field in the heated plasma region is di-
rected perpendicular to the current sheet. Figure 3 also shows
that the outer field lines (furthest from the current sheet) are
draped around the heated plasma region causing a TCR-type
signature. Field lines initially lying closer to the current
sheet are partially draped around the heated plasma region
but also thread through the plasma region and the embedded
current sheet. When the electric field disappears, reconnec-
tion ceases; the flux bulges detach from the site where recon-
nection was initiated and the reconnected field lines expel
the flux bulges in opposite directions away from the X-line,
along the current sheet.
As in the MXR model, the passage of a flux bulge will re-
sult in a spacecraft in the lobe detecting a TCR signature, as
shown in Fig. 3, taken from Kiehas et al. (2009). The ampli-
tude of the TCR will depend on the size of the flux bulge but
this is likely to be consistent with the1B/B ∼1–10 % values
reported in the literature. For the flux-bulge-generated TCR,
the BX component and |B| will peak, before reducing to a
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level lower than the pre-encounter value (for the same rea-
son given in MXR) and the BY component (not shown) will
depend on the IMF induced BY in the tail. The BZ compo-
nent will contain a bipolar signature; an Earthward-travelling
flux bulge will show a south-north bipolar signature with a
smaller (in magnitude and duration) negative excursion in
comparison to the positive excursion. A tailward-travelling
flux bulge will have a north-south bipolar signature with a
smaller (in magnitude and duration) positive excursion.
For trajectories lying closer to the current sheet, the space-
craft will encounter the heated plasma region itself. Along
these trajectories, whilst outside of the plasma region, the
spacecraft will detect part of the TCR signature. The nega-
tive excursion of the bipolar signature will be detected prior
to entry into the plasma region. Within the plasma region, the
spacecraft will detect a very low BX and a peak in BZ . For
a central crossing (a spacecraft travelling along the current
sheet), the only signature detected is the peak in BZ . Unlike
the flux rope predictions, flux bulges are not expected to have
a strong core field; instead the heated plasma of the plasma
region reduces the magnetic field strength due to the diamag-
netic effect (to below the lobe field strength). As the flux
bulge is formed in the CPS, the plasma region is expected to
contain CPS-like plasma.
3 Instrumentation
The data used in this paper come from the instruments of the
4 ESA Cluster spacecraft (Escoubet et al., 2001).
Data on the magnetic field vector at each spacecraft are
collected by the Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) (Balogh et
al., 2001), which provides 3-D magnetic field vectors at a
frequency of up to 67 Hz; here we use 5 Hz data.
The ion moments and velocity distribution data are re-
turned from the Cluster Ion Spectrometer (CIS) data (Re`me
et al., 2001), which consists of two different sensors; the
Hot Ion Analyser (HIA) and the time-of-flight ion Compo-
sition Distribution Function Analyser (CODIF). HIA has an
energy/charge ratio in the range of ∼5 eV q−1–32 keV q−1.
CODIF can distinguish ions by mass and has an en-
ergy/charge ratio in the range of ∼15 eV q−1–38 keV q−1.
CIS data is not available from either HIA or CODIF on C2
nor from HIA on C4. Observations for C1 and C3 in this
paper were made by HIA and observations of C4 by CODIF.
During the observations presented here, HIA on C1 and C3
had a resolution of 4 s and CODIF on C4 had a time resolu-
tion of 8 s.
The data presented here have been corrected for known
instrumental effects.
The electron moments and distribution data were obtained
from the Plasma Electron And Current Experiment (PEACE)
instrument (Johnstone et al., 1997). PEACE measures the 3-
D velocity distribution function of electrons in space plasma,
for an energy range from ∼0.6 eV to ∼26.4 keV. During the
Fig. 4. Modelled magnetic signature of a virtual spacecraft pass-
ing through the flux bulge TCR (the magnetic field draped over an
Earthward travelling flux bulge; diagram taken from Kiehas et al.,
2009). The plot shows BX (red trace) peaks and reduces to a level
lower than the initial level. BZ (blue trace) shows a bipolar signa-
ture with a negative excursion smaller in magnitude and duration
than the positive excursion. A spacecraft with a trajectory through
the plasma region will detect the negative excursion of the bipolar
signature prior to entry. Within the plasma region, the spacecraft
will detect little BX and a peak in +BZ . A central crossing (along
the current sheet) will only detect a +BZ peak. The heated outflow
plasma has a reduced magnetic field strength due to the diamagnetic
effect.
observations, PEACE on all four spacecraft had a time reso-
lution of 4 s.
All of the plasma moments data presented in this paper are
derived from CIS data, except for those form C2 (for which
CIS data is unavailable); PEACE moments are used in its
place. The FGM, CIS and PEACE data were all obtained
from the Cluster Active Archive except for the C4 CODIF
data which was supplied directly by the CIS team after in-
strumental artifacts had been removed.
In order to obtain the most complete picture of the distur-
bance causing the TCR (dubbed here the “magnetic struc-
ture”), we actively seek events for which the spacecraft sep-
arations are close to the expected size of the magnetic struc-
ture itself. This provides measurements of the passing struc-
ture from the multiple Cluster spacecraft which are then
likely to have a good spread of impact parameters. In the case
of Earthward-moving structures, these are typically reported
as being 2–5RE in diameter (e.g. Slavin et al., 2003a). Clus-
ter separations best fulfil this requirement during the 2006
and 2007 tail seasons (July–November each year), during
which the typical separations between spacecraft were of the
order of 10 000 km. In this paper, we report results from a
case study of observations made between 04:40–04:45 UT
on 7 October 2006, at which time the individual space-
craft clearly sampled different parts of a passing magnetic
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Fig. 5. Spacecraft position relative to C3 at 04:42:00 UT on 7 October 2006 in GSM. The top left panel shows the XZ plane, the top right
shows the YZ plane and the bottom left shows the XY plane. C1 is represented by the black square, C2 is red, C3 is green and C4 is blue.
The spacecraft were in the magnetotail in an approximate tetrahedral formation with C3 lower than the other spacecraft in Z by ∼6000 km.
C1, C2 and C4 were within 3000 km of each other in Z.
structure. The spacecraft were located within the magneto-
tail, with C3 at (−13.97, 5.11, −1.92)RE at 04:42 UT (the
coordinate system used in this paper is GSM unless stated
otherwise). The positions of the spacecraft relative to C3
are illustrated in Fig. 5. The three panels show the relative
spacecraft locations in the XY, XZ and YZ planes. The four
spacecraft were in a near regular tetrahedral formation with
C3 ∼6000 km south of the other spacecraft, while C1, C2
and C4 were within 3000 km of each other in Z.
4 Observations
Figure 6 shows the magnetic field and the PEACE electron
data recorded between 04:15–05:15 UT on 7 October 2006.
The top 4 panels each show the BX (red trace), BY (green
trace) and BZ (blue trace) components of the magnetic field,
together with the field magnitude (black trace), for each of
the 4 spacecraft, C1 to C4, respectively. The lower 4 panels
show spectrograms of direction-averaged electron differen-
tial energy flux (DEF) over the PEACE energy range versus
time at each spacecraft. Initially, all four spacecraft were lo-
cated in a region of strong and steady magnetic field (directed
in positive BX) with low particle DEF. This region is identi-
fied as the lobe. Between 04:30 and 04:44 UT, C1 observes
a similar magnetic field strength and negligible particle DEF
indicating that it is in the northern tail lobe. At ∼04:38 UT,
C3 entered the central plasma sheet (CPS); the region is char-
acterised by a relatively weak and more variable magnetic
field and relatively enhanced plasma DEF, especially evident
at higher energies. At ∼04:41–04:42 UT, C1, C2 and C4 de-
tected a set of bipolar signatures in BZ .
We now consider the first, largest and most signifi-
cant bipolar signature which is observed between 04:40–
04:45 UT (indicated by the vertical lines in Fig. 6), in more
detail and on a spacecraft-by-spacecraft basis. These are pre-
sented in the order C2, C4, C1 and C3, which, on the basis
of the data described above, we believe reflects the order of
decreasing impact parameter.
Over a longer period of time (not shown), the plasma sheet
appears to be “flapping” (e.g. Sergeev et al., 2008; Zhang et
al., 2002; Runov et al., 2005; Forsyth et al., 2009). This is
the oscillatory motion of the plasma sheet in the direction
perpendicular to the current sheet. However, as the period
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Fig. 6. Panels 1, 2, 3, 4 shows the magnetic field strength for C1, C2, C3, C4 respectively (BX is in red, BY is in green BZ is in blue and
|B| is in black). Panel 5, 6, 7, 8 show the (pitch angle averaged) electron energy spectrogram of C1, C2, C3, C4, respectively. Between
04:40–04:50 UT, C1, C2 and C4 encountered a set of bipolar signatures in BZ , the largest of which was detected between 04:40–04:45 UT,
marked by the two dark vertical lines. Coinciding with the bipolar signature, C1, C2 and C4 detected an increase in electron DEF. Between
the marked times, C1, C2 and C4 were in a region of a large steady BX and low electron DEF which indicates they are outside the central
plasma sheet. C3 was in a region of low, varying BX with a high electron DEF which indicates it is inside the central plasma sheet.
of the oscillation (∼30 min) is much greater than the time
scale of the signature of interest (∼5 min), it seems unlikely
that the latter may arise as a manifestation of the former and
hence the possibility is ruled out.
Figure 7 shows the data from C2 for the period 04:40–
04:45 UT. Panel 1 shows the magnetic field strength and
GSM components (BX, BY ,BZ and |B| are in red, green,
blue and black, respectively). Panel 2 and 3 respectively
show an electron energy spectrogram (pitch-angle-averaged)
and an electron pitch angle spectrogram (energy-averaged)
of the observed DEF (in units of keV/(cm2 s sr keV)). Panels
4–7 show electron density, electron temperature, electron β
and electron perpendicular velocity, respectively. Across the
whole time period, β < 0.3 which indicates that the space-
craft is outside of the central plasma sheet (Baumjohann et
al., 1989) and is hence in the lobe. At ∼04:42 UT, the ob-
servations indicate that C2 observed a clear negative-positive
bipolar signature in the BZ component, with a peak-to-peak
amplitude of ∼6 nT. The dotted vertical lines mark the turn-
ing points of this bipolar signature. Simultaneously, the BY
component changed from ∼−7 nT to ∼−2 nT, while BX
and |B| show much smaller variations. The duration of the
bipolar signature (measured from peak to peak) is ∼31 s,
covering 156 magnetic field data points and 8 plasma data
points. Each of the magnetic field traces in Fig. 7 show a
generally smooth profile to the variations. During the bipo-
lar magnetic signature, there is also a slight increase in the
electron DEF at energies over 3 keV at all pitch angles which
is greatest for 0◦ and 180◦. The increase in DEF is also re-
flected in the concurrent increase in the electron density and
electron temperature. Moderate flows are seen in the per-
pendicular velocity; V⊥X shows only a small peak and V⊥Z
shows a north-south bipolar signature.
Figure 8 shows the data from C4. Panel 1 shows the mag-
netic field strength and GSM components (BX, BY , BZ and
|B| are in red, green blue and black, respectively). Panels 2–5
respectively show a proton energy spectrogram (pitch angle
averaged), a proton pitch angle spectrogram (energy aver-
aged), an electron energy spectrogram (pitch angle averaged)
and an electron pitch angle spectrogram (energy averaged) of
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Fig. 7. C2 observations. From top to bottom the panels shows the
magnetic field strength (BX is red, BY is green, BZ is blue and |B|
is black), an electron energy spectrogram (pitch angle averaged),
electron pitch angle spectrogram (energy averaged), electron den-
sity, electron temperature, electron β and electron perpendicular
velocity. Between 04:41–04:43 UT, the data shows little change in
BX and |B|, a peak in BY and a bipolar signature in BZ . Simulta-
neously, an increase can be seen in the electron DEF, density and
temperature. During the bipolar signature β ∼ 0.04 indicating that
the spacecraft is in the lobe at this time.
differential energy flux (in units of keV/(cm2 s sr keV). Pan-
els 6–9 show proton density, proton temperature, proton β
and proton perpendicular velocity. This spacecraft begins in
the lobe (inferred from the proton β); at ∼04:42 UT it de-
tects a negative-positive bipolar signature in BZ . The peak-
to-peak amplitude is∼18 nT. The first half of the bipolar sig-
nature shows more variability than the second. Coinciding
with the bipolar signature, BY peaks while BX and |B| show
significant dips of ∼9 nT and ∼5 nT, respectively. The du-
ration of the bipolar signature (again measured from peak
to peak) is ∼29 s, covering 145 magnetic field data points,
4 proton data points and 8 electron data points. During the
bipolar signature, β reaches 0.3 indicating that it is in the
outer CPS/PSBL at this time. The proton energy and pitch
angle spectrograms show two increases in DEF which coin-
Fig. 8. C4 observations. From top to bottom the panels show mag-
netic field strength (BX is red, BY is green, BZ is blue and |B|
is black), proton energy spectrogram (pitch angle averaged), proton
pitch angle spectrogram (energy averaged), electron energy spectro-
gram (pitch angle averaged), electron pitch angle spectrogram (en-
ergy averaged), proton density, proton temperature, proton β and
proton perpendicular velocity. Between 04:41–04:43 UT, C4 de-
tected a dip in BX and |B|, a peak in BY and a bipolar signature
in BZ . The spectrograms show two increases in DEF at the turning
points of the bipolar signature; the increase in electron DEF was
larger at the negative excursion than at the positive excursion. The
increase in proton DEF was centred on a pitch angle of 0◦. Dur-
ing the bipolar signature, β ∼ 0.3 indicating that it was in the outer
CPS/PSBL at this time.
cide with the turning points of the bipolar signature. They
are centred on a pitch angle of 0◦; the increase during the
negative excursion has a greater pitch angle range and en-
ergy range compared to that observed during the positive ex-
cursion. The electron DEF also shows two increases at the
turning points of the bipolar signature, the increase in DEF
during the negative excursion is greater than that observed
during the positive excursion. The pitch angle spectrogram
shows the increase in electron DEF is greater for the 0◦ and
180◦ pitch angle electrons compared to the 90◦ pitch angle
electrons. The changes to the particle distributions also result
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Fig. 9. C1 observations. From top to bottom the panels show mag-
netic field strength (BX is red, BY is green, BZ is blue and |B|
is black), ion energy spectrogram (pitch angle averaged), ion pitch
angle spectrogram (energy averaged), electron energy spectrogram
(pitch angle averaged), electron pitch angle spectrogram (energy av-
eraged), ion density, ion temperature, ion β and ion perpendicular
velocity. Between 04:41–04:43 UT, C1 detects a dip in BX , two
dips in BY and a bipolar signature in BZ . The ion DEF increases
at 0◦ and between 100–1000 eV; simultaneously, two increases are
seen between 1–10 keV centred on 90◦ and 110◦. During the bipo-
lar signature, β ∼ 0.4 indicating that it was in the outer CPS/PSBL
at this time.
in accompanying increases in both the density and tempera-
ture; the density peaks during the negative excursion of the
bipolar signature while the temperature peak coincides with
the centre of the bipolar signature. The proton perpendicular
velocity shows a north-south bipolar signature in V⊥Z and a
peak in V⊥X of ∼150 km s−1.
Figure 9 displays the data from C1 in the same format
as Fig. 8, except showing ion data in place of proton data.
Initially, C1 is in the lobe (inferred from the proton β), at
∼04:40:30 UT it moves into a region of higher density lobe.
At ∼04:41:20 UT C1 detected a negative-positive bipolar
signature in BZ with a peak-to-peak variation of∼11 nT. The
BY component shows some variability and decreased from
a background of ∼−6 nT to ∼0 nT during two dips which
closely coincide with the turning points of the bipolar sig-
nature. The BX component and |B| show a reduction of
∼11 nT, with the minimum closely coinciding in time with
the positive excursion of the bipolar BZ signature. The du-
ration of the bipolar signature (again measured from peak
to peak) is ∼19 s, covering 93 magnetic field data points
and 5 plasma data points. During the bipolar signature, β
reaches 0.4 indicating that it is in the outer CPS/PSBL at this
time. Again, the magnetic variations are accompanied by
changes in the particle distributions. At the turning points
of the bipolar signature were two separate increases in ion
DEF at energies between 200–1500 eV, which are centred
on pitch angles of ∼90◦ and ∼110◦, respectively. The in-
crease at the positive excursion of the bipolar signature cov-
ers a wider pitch angle range and has a larger ion DEF and
duration compared to the increase at the negative excursion.
Simultaneously, another increase in ion DEF, centred on 0◦,
can be seen at higher energies (between 1.5–32 keV); this in-
crease is centred on the centre of the bipolar signature. Dur-
ing the bipolar signature, there was an increase in electron
DEF at all pitch angles, which was greatest for the field-
aligned/anti-field aligned directions (100–1000 eV); the elec-
tron enhancements were also centred on the centre of the
bipolar signature. Large electron DEFs were observed at
low energies (<50 eV) between 04:40:00–04:40:30 UT and
04:42:00–04:43:30 UT. However, these represent photoelec-
trons of spacecraft origin and are not an inherent feature of
the magnetic structure. The ion density shows two separate
peaks near the turning points of the bipolar signature. The
second peak (which coincides with the positive excursion)
was larger than the first, much like the increases in ion DEF.
The ion temperature shows a peak caused by the higher en-
ergy ions seen in the spectrogram. The ion perpendicular ve-
locity shows only moderate flows, with a north-south bipolar
signature in V⊥Z and a peak in V⊥X at ∼100 km s−1.
Figure 10 contains the data from C3 in the same format as
Fig. 8 except again with ion data instead of proton data. The
C3 data shows a significantly different set of variations from
those described above for the other 3 spacecraft. The space-
craft was in a region which is characterised by a relatively
weak (∼10 nT) and more variable magnetic field. Moreover,
this spacecraft observes relatively high DEFs of ions (peaked
near 1 keV) and electrons (peaked at a few hundred eV)
and a high ion β (>10) throughout the majority of this pe-
riod, leading to generally higher densities and temperatures
than those observed at the other spacecraft. These observa-
tions suggest that C3 was immersed in the CPS. Moreover at
04:42:30 UT, BX was close to zero, which suggests that the
spacecraft was close to the neutral sheet at this time. Con-
sidering now the departures from this background, we note
that there is no stand-out bipolar BZ signature in the C3 data
during this period. Instead, a series of peaks at 04:41:45 UT,
04:43:15 UT and 04:44:00 UT, are observed in all 3 magnetic
field components, which appear to vary closely in concert.
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Fig. 10. C3 observations. From top to bottom the panels show
magnetic field strength (BX is red, BY is green, BZ is blue and |B|
is black), ion energy spectrogram (pitch angle averaged), ion pitch
angle spectrogram (energy averaged), electron energy spectrogram
(pitch angle averaged), electron pitch angle spectrogram (energy av-
eraged), ion density, ion temperature, ion β and ion perpendicular
velocity. Across the time period, the magnetic field strength, tem-
perature and perpendicular velocity exhibit a series of temporary
increases, in conjunction with decreases in the particle DEF and
density. The decreases in electron DEF is centred on 90◦. Centred
on 04:42:15 UT and 04:44:00 UT, the ion pitch angle spectrogram
shows two rotations from 0◦ to 180◦. At 04:42:30 UT,BX was close
to zero and β >10, which suggests that the spacecraft was deep in
the central plasma sheet close to the neutral sheet at this time.
At the times of the magnetic maxima, there was a reduc-
tion of the ion and electron DEF, densities, β (to ∼0.3 which
is outer CPS/PSBL) and an increase in ion temperature and
ion perpendicular velocity. The reduction in electron DEF
was predominantly in the direction perpendicular to the field.
The ion pitch angle spectrogram (panel 3) shows two clear
migrations between 0◦ and 180◦ centred on 04:42:15 and
04:44:00 UT. For both rotations, while the pitch angle dis-
tribution is peaked at 0◦, BX is the greatest component and
while peaked at 180◦, BX has reduced and BY has increased.
In both cases the variation in the directionality of the peak
flux is not a full 180◦ rotation in real space. After the mag-
netic variation ceased, the ion and electron DEFs and densi-
ties are reduced to below the pre-event levels.
5 Analysis
5.1 Orientation of magnetic structure
We now attempt to identify a co-ordinate system which may
be aligned with any “quasi-invariant” axis of the structure re-
sponsible for the observations at each spacecraft which were
described in the last section. We attempt to establish this co-
ordinate system (which may also determine the orientation
of the structure) by applying the minimum variance analysis
(MVA) (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967; Sonnerup and Scheible,
1998) on the magnetic field data from each spacecraft.
Minimum variance analysis performed on any vector
dataset returns three eigenvectors (corresponding to the di-
rections of the maximum, intermediate and minimum vari-
ance) and their associated eigenvalues (which are related to
the size of the variation of the data components along the cor-
responding axis). The ratios of the intermediate/minimum
and maximum/intermediate eigenvalues can be used as a
measure of confidence in the determined axes (greater ratios
indicate a greater confidence). A ratio of 10 is often used
as the lowest acceptable accuracy (e.g. Paschmann and Daly,
1998). An eigenvalue ratio of 1 indicates that the associated
eigenvectors are degenerate and that the uncertainty in their
direction is thus 360◦.
The results of MVA are somewhat subjective, and must be
calculated and used with care. They are sensitive to the time
interval across which the analysis is applied. For the event
studied here, the greatest eigenvalue ratios tended to come
from time limits imposed at the turning points of a bipo-
lar signature as this is the region of greatest rate of change
of magnetic field and direction. The turning points of the 3
bipolar signatures observed by C1, C2 and C4 also provide
well-defined points seen in the all three magnetic signatures
which facilitate comparisons between them.
As the C3 observations do not include an obvious bipo-
lar signature and hence do not immediately match those of
the other spacecraft, C3 data was not used in MVA cal-
culations; the observations of C2 were also disregarded as
this spacecraft passed outside of the structure. C1 and C4
both pass through the structure and hence the MVA calcu-
lations were based on the observations of these two space-
craft. The MVA axes were calculated using the time limits
defined by the turning points of the bipolar signature, the
average of the MVA C1 and C4 axes was then taken. The
MVA axes of C1 were within 33◦ of the equivalent C4 axes.
The resulting MVA axes are as follows (in the format X,
Y, Z in GSM): the vector of the minimum variance axis is
(0.886, −0.335, 0.321), intermediate variance axis is (0.379,
0.897, −0.228), maximum variance axis is (−0.205, 0.288,
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0.935). For comparison, the minimum, intermediate, maxi-
mum variance directions are loosely aligned (<32◦) with X,
Y, Z GSM, respectively.
5.2 Velocity calculation
Figure 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the bipolar signature is the largest
magnetic variation (and hence is occurs in the maximum
variance axis) and is perpendicular to the current sheet plane
in both models. As mentioned previously, the flux rope
and flux bulge both travel in the current sheet plane; hence
the magnetic structure must be travelling in the plane per-
pendicular to the maximum variance axis (the minimum-
intermediate plane). If we assume that the magnetic structure
was travelling at a constant speed and the distance between
the spacecraft does not significantly change over the time pe-
riods of interest, we can calculate the velocity based on the
encounter times and locations of the spacecraft. We expect
the ratio of the time difference between the encounters of
the magnetic structure with C1 and C2 and C1 and C4 to be
the same as the ratio of the distances between the spacecraft
in the minimum-intermediate plane. To calculate the direc-
tion of travel, the ratio of the distance between the spacecraft
was calculated for all angles in the minimum-intermediate
plane. The angle at which the distance ratio was closest to
the time ratio was taken as the direction of travel. This was
found to be 10◦ anti-clockwise of the intermediate axis. The
direction of travel agrees with the observed order in which
the magnetic structure encounters the spacecraft (C1, C4,
C2). Using the direction of travel, the locations and times,
the magnetic structure was found to be moving at (99, 154,
−31) |186| km s−1 GSM. Using this velocity, the encounter
times and the locations of the spacecraft, the encounter time
of the magnetic structure and C3 was estimated and found
to be 04:42:01 UT. The intermediate variance direction was
rotated by 10◦ anti-clockwise about the maximum axis (to
cause a rotation in the minimum-intermediate plane) to align
the coordinate system with the direction of travel of the mag-
netic structure. The resulting MVA axes are as follows (in the
format X, Y, Z in GSM): the vector of the minimum variance
axis is (0.801, −0.483, 0.354), intermediate variance axis is
(0.531, 0.830, −0.170), maximum variance axis is (−0.205,
0.288, 0.935). From here onwards, reference to the MVA
axes refers to the rotated axes.
5.3 Configuration in MVA derived coordinate system
Figure 11 shows the spacecraft positions in the MVA co-
ordinate system at 04:42:00 UT, a time close to that at which
all three bipolar signatures were observed. The panels of the
plot show the “minimum”-“maximum” plane in the top left,
the “intermediate”-“maximum” plane in the top right and the
“minimum”-“intermediate” plane in the bottom left. The
spacecraft are coloured black, red, green and blue for C1,
C2, C3 and C4, respectively.
As mentioned previously the maximum variance axis is
perpendicular to the current sheet and hence the position of
the spacecraft in this axis can hence be used as a proxy for
the relative height of the spacecraft above the current sheet
and thus the crossing height, or impact parameter, of the
spacecraft through magnetic structure. The order in impact
parameter deduced from the MVA coordinate system (from
smallest to largest) is C3, C4, C1, C2. This agrees with the
observations which show that C3 is in the CPS and that C2
observes a TCR indicating they have the lowest and highest
impact parameter, respectively. In addition the observations
show the enhancement in the electron DEF is greater at C1
than at C4, which is expected since C1 has a lower impact
parameter than C4.
Conflicting with this, the observations also suggest C1 is
at a higher impact parameter than C4. For example, initially
C1 observes a lower density than C4; lower density regions
are expected at the higher impact parameters. In addition,
C4 has a larger (in peak-to-peak magnitude) bipolar signa-
ture compared to C1 which is expected at lower impact pa-
rameter crossings. The different plasma distributions may
partly explain this disagreement; the positive excursion of
the C4 bipolar signature has a lower diamagnetic reduction
compared to that of C1, suggested by the lower electron DEF
and hence density (C1’s ion spectrogram and moments can-
not be directly compared with C4’s proton spectrogram and
moments). As the observations are somewhat inconclusive,
we defer to the ordering calculated from the MVA coordinate
system.
5.4 Observations in MVA derived coordinate system
Figure 12 shows data from all four spacecraft plotted in the
MVA coordinate system. From top to bottom, the first two
panels are of magnetic field strength and perpendicular parti-
cle velocity of C2, followed by the same for C4, C1 and C3,
respectively. In each plot, the component in the minimum,
intermediate and maximum variance direction is in red, green
and blue respectively and the magnitude is in black. The per-
pendicular velocity of C1 and C3 is derived from the ions,
C4 from the protons and C2 from the electrons. The plot in-
cludes dotted lines marking the turning points of the bipolar
signature of C1, C2 and C4 and the estimate for the encounter
time of the magnetic structure with C3.
Figure 12 also includes observations of the perpendicular
velocity. In regions in which ideal MHD is a valid approx-
imation, magnetic field lines are frozen into the plasma and
hence they convect together. Particles may drift freely par-
allel to the field lines but not perpendicular and hence any
perpendicular motion is indicative of the movement of the
magnetic field lines and not just the particles; this can pro-
vide information on the convection of any underlying mag-
netic structure. Perpendicular particle velocity is defined as
V⊥= b×V ×b, where b is the unit magnetic field and V is
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Fig. 11. Configuration of the spacecraft in the MVA co-ordinate system. C1, C2, C3 and C4 are in black, red, green and blue, respectively.
The panels show the “minimum”-“maximum” plane in the top left, the “intermediate”-“maximum” plane in the top right and the “minimum”-
“intermediate” plane in the bottom left. The direction of travel of the magnetic structure is along the intermediate variance direction; the plot
shows the magnetic structure is expected to encounter the spacecraft in the order C1, C4, C2 which agrees with the observed times. The axis
of impact parameter is parallel to the maximum axis. The order of the spacecraft in this axis is (from smallest to largest) C3, C1, C4, C2
which agrees with the observations.
the particle velocity. The data displayed in Fig. 12 are from
the same data sources as Figs. 7–10.
Figure 12 shows the magnetic bipolar signature in this co-
ordinate system is centred on zero indicating that the choice
of maximum variance axis is accurate and perpendicular
to the current sheet. The variations in C3 due to the re-
duction of the diamagnetic effect are mostly contained in
BMIN in this coordinate system. The estimated encounter
time (04:42:01 UT) of the magnetic structure with C3 falls
halfway between the first magnetic maximum (which coin-
cides with PSBL-like plasma) and the magnetic minimum
(04:41:30 UT, between the first two peaks, which coincides
with CPS-like plasma). As both models predict a structure
containing CPS-like plasma, we assume the CPS plasma ob-
served at the C3 magnetic minimum is the plasma region as-
sociated with the magnetic structure. The plasma density at
the C3 magnetic minimum was enhanced for ∼40 s during
the magnetic minimum, a period which, due to the resolu-
tion of the instruments, covers 204 magnetic field data points
and 10 plasma data points. Using this time and the velocity
calculated previously, we estimate that the magnetic struc-
ture is ∼1.19RE in size. As C3 is close to the neutral sheet
whilst inside the magnetic structure, the minimum size of
the magnetic structure (in the direction perpendicular to the
current sheet) can be estimated by calculating the distance
between the spacecraft close to its centre (C3) and the space-
craft with the highest impact parameter that crosses through
the magnetic structure (C4). The minimum size, from centre
to edge, in the maximum variance direction is ∼0.97RE. As
C2 is outside of the magnetic structure, the distance between
it and C3 can be used as a maximum size, this is ∼1.43RE.
Assuming that the structure is symmetrical north and south
of the current sheet we obtain an estimate for the total size,
from the outer edge on one side of the current sheet to the
outer edge on the other side of the current sheet, this has a
minimum of ∼1.94 and a maximum of ∼2.86RE.
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Fig. 12. Observations in the MVA co-ordinate system. The panels
show from top to bottom the magnetic field strength and perpendic-
ular velocity of C2, C4, C1 and C3. The magnitude is in black, the
minimum, intermediate and maximum components are in red, green
and blue, respectively. The dotted lines mark the turning points of
the bipolar signature in all plots except C3 where it represents the
estimated encounter time of the magnetic structure with C3. Be-
tween 04:41–04:43 UT, C1, C2 and C4 observe bipolar signatures
in BMAX which are centred on 0. In C3 the variations occur mostly
in BMIN.
The observed perpendicular velocity of the plasma at the
centre of the magnetic structure (at the C3 magnetic mini-
mum) is directed mostly in X (see Fig. 10). This differs from
the calculated overall velocity which is travelling mostly in
Y. This can be explained by the direction of the field at the C3
magnetic minimum, which is mostly in Y; movement in that
direction is parallel to the field and hence does not contribute
to the convective velocity of the structure.
As mentioned previously, two rotations can be seen in the
pitch angle. During the first rotation, the magnitude of the
magnetic field strength is low and hence small changes in
the magnitude of the individual components leads to large
changes in the magnetic field direction. Hence the rotation in
pitch angle is more likely due to the changes in the magnetic
field direction. In contrast the second rotation has a much
greater magnetic field magnitude; in addition the magnetic
field is directed mostly in the minimum variance direction yet
there is little perpendicular velocity in this direction. Hence
this is more likely a true reversal of the pitch angle of the
particles which is an indication of the presence of an X-line.
One could argue that a bipolar signature can be seen in C3
centred on 04:42:40 UT, comprising of the magnetic mini-
mum and the second magnetic maximum. A greater plasma
DEF coincides with the negative excursion compared to the
positive excursion, and this observation is also apparent at
C4 indicating that the two signatures may align at this point.
However, as the positive excursion of the possible bipolar
signature of C3 coincides with an increase in magnetic field
strength of all components, this is partly caused by a reduc-
tion in the diamagnetic effect caused by the concurrent re-
duction in plasma density. In addition the distribution of
the plasma does not match that of C1, nor does it match
the expected distribution of the plasma of the flux rope or
flux bulge: in the case of the flux rope the distribution of
the plasma is expected to be symmetric about the inflexion
point of the bipolar signature; in the case of the flux bulge,
a CPS-like density coincides with the positive excursion of
the bipolar signature. Neither is seen at C3, which shows
an asymmetric distribution of the plasma and a PSBL-like
plasma at the positive excursion of the bipolar signature.
6 Discussion
6.1 Interpretation of observations
We have presented data recorded by the Cluster spacecraft on
7 October 2006 between 04:40:00 and 04:45:00 UT, when
the 4 spacecraft were located in the magnetotail. Prior to
the arrival of the magnetic structure, C1, C2 and C4 detect a
plasma β < 0.3; this indicates that the spacecraft are outside
the CPS which is defined as plasma β < 0.3 (Baumjohann et
al., 1989). During the bipolar signature at C2 the electron
β increases to ∼ 0.04 which is outside of the CPS. During
the bipolar signature the ion β at C1 reaches ∼0.4 and the
proton β at C4 reaches ∼0.3; this indicates that both space-
craft moved into the outer CPS/PSBL. Conversely, C3 gener-
ally observes much larger values of β, often0.3, indicating
that it remains mostly in the CPS for most of the period un-
der consideration. For two brief periods either side of the
magnetic minimum, plasma β falls to∼0.3 and hence moves
to the outer CPS/PSBL. During the magnetic minimum, C3
observed an ion β 10, indicating that it was deep in the
CPS.
As mentioned before, over a longer time period the plasma
sheet is flapping; the possibility that this is the cause of
the bipolar signature was ruled out earlier and the perpen-
dicular velocity reinforces this. The drop-outs of plasma
sheet plasma in the C3 observations could be due to an
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oscillation of the plasma sheet in the maximum variance di-
rection; movement of the plasma sheet away from the space-
craft would cause it to exit the plasma sheet (the spacecraft
would observe an increased B due to the reduced diamag-
netic effect). If this was the case, the change in plasma sheet
direction of travel from south to north (reversal in V⊥MAX)
would coincide with the peaks in B; but this is not seen in
the observations.
Between 04:40 and 04:45 UT, C1, C2 and C4 each de-
tected a bipolar signature in conjunction with an increase in
plasma DEF, density, temperature and velocity, which are in-
terpreted here as being due to the motion of a magnetic struc-
ture past the spacecraft and includes the displacement, over
the spacecraft locations, of various plasma layers. The bipo-
lar signature at C2 is smooth and relatively small in peak-to-
peak magnitude when compared to that observed at C1 and
C4. The particle DEF, density, temperature and velocity in-
creases seen during the bipolar signature are also smaller for
C2 compared to C1 and C4. The C2 observation is consis-
tent with a TCR signature (Slavin et al., 1992), formed by
the draping and compression of the overlying magnetic field
lines around the structure. C2 thus passed through the over-
lying disturbance while C1 and C4 appear to have passed
through the structure itself.
The magnetic signature at C2 magnetic suggests that the
draping signature is stronger in BY than in BZ , which may
indicate that either the magnetic structure does not extend
uniformly in both a duskward and dawnward direction rela-
tive to C2 and the spacecraft passes over the dusk “end” of
the magnetic structure, or that the plasma sheet bulge was
larger in diameter to the dawnward side of the spacecraft
(e.g. Slavin et al., 1993, 1999).
Flux ropes and flux bulges are created both Earthwards and
tailward of the (dominant) X-line and propagate away from
the neutral line on each side. The direction of travel can be
deduced from their observed velocities and by the nature of
their bipolar signatures. The magnetic signatures reported
here and observed by C1, C2 and C4 exhibited a negative BZ
excursion followed by a positive BZ excursion, which is con-
sistent with an Earthward travelling magnetic structure. In
addition, the perpendicular velocities of C1 (ion), C2 (elec-
tron) and C4 (proton) show a +V⊥X GSM peak coinciding
with the bipolar signature, which also indicates Earthward
travel.
In common with the other spacecraft, C3 generally
recorded a positive BX component of the magnetic field in-
dicating that it mostly remained located north of the neutral
sheet. We expect the lowestBX value in the magnetotail to be
at the neutral sheet, which, assuming the magnetic structure
is centred on the neutral sheet, corresponds to an impact pa-
rameter of zero. We note that C3 observed a BX value that is
close to zero during the magnetic minimum which indicates
that this spacecraft was located close to the neutral sheet at
this time. Hence C3 underwent the centre-most crossing of
the magnetic structure and would be expected to have ob-
served the largest bipolar signature (a similar situation is re-
ported in Walsh et al., 2007).
Instead of the expected bipolar signature, C3 observed a
series of peaks in the magnetic field strength and tempera-
ture and a corresponding set of dips is seen in the density.
This can be explained as a drop-out of the CPS plasma at the
spacecraft location. Within these drop-outs, the observations
are consistent with the PSBL, as indicated by a high magnetic
field strength, low density and temperature and drop-outs of
the perpendicular electron DEF. This situation is caused by
X-lines; once all of the CPS field lines are reconnected, the
lower density PSBL field lines are reconnected next; a space-
craft would observe a CPS-like density followed by a PSBL-
like density (this would be expected to occur in both modes
of reconnection). The occurrence of reconnection is evident
through the observation of parallel and anti-parallel stream-
ing electrons seen at all spacecraft. The rotation of the ion
pitch angles at the second drop-out may indicate that recon-
nection is occurring during the observation; since active X-
lines expel plasma away from them on both sides, a space-
craft passing an active X-line would detect a reversal in the
pitch angle of the particles. The first drop-out is also close
to a rotation in pitch angle although this is thought to be due
to the change in direction of the magnetic field; the drop-out
is hence due to an X-line that is no longer active (dormant
X-line).
Estimates of the expected encounter time of C3 return a
result of 04:42:01 UT, which coincides with the boundary be-
tween the first drop-out in the CPS (dormant X-line) and the
C3 magnetic minimum. Both models predict a structure with
CPS-like plasma; therefore we assume CPS-like plasma of
the C3 magnetic minimum is the plasma region of the mag-
netic structure.
We now compare the observations to the predictions of the
two modes of reconnection.
6.2 Multiple X-line reconnection interpretation
A model of a flux rope which contains CPS-like plasma is
able to readily explain the TCR signature seen at C2 and
the bipolar signatures and plasma appearance at C1 and C4.
However a flux rope, identifiable by a symmetrical bipolar
signature with a symmetrical plasma distribution, is not seen
in the C3 data. A possible explanation for this could be that
the flux rope is early in it’s development cycle, and does not
yet have the structure that can be recognised as an observa-
tion of a quasi-force free flux rope. However, further consid-
eration needs to be given to how such an ‘early’ flux rope
would drive well developed signatures at the other space-
craft. Alternately, situations where X-lines are not parallel
or are of greatly unequal lengths or do not have uniform re-
connection rates along their length, may produce flux ropes
with unusual edge effects, such that signatures matching the
above description may not be observed at each of the 4 space-
craft in this case.
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In MXR, if two X-lines are present within the CPS and
they begin reconnecting PSBL field lines, this leads to a sit-
uation of a CPS with two regions of PSBL-like plasma with
a region of CPS-like plasma between them; this is consis-
tent with the C3 observations. The TCR is caused by the
increase in the pressure of the plasma between the X-lines
due to the plasma outflow from the X-lines. The pressure of
the tail perpendicular to the current sheet must be balanced;
if the pressure of the plasma between the X-lines increases, it
will expand to reduce its pressure and to re-establish pressure
balance; hence this expansion causes the compression in the
lobe and hence TCR observed at C2 and the observations at
C1 and C4. In addition, MXR leads to one TCR from two
X-lines which is also consistent with the observations.
6.3 Time dependant reconnection interpretation
A model of a flux bulge which contains plasma-sheet-like
plasma is able to readily explain the TCR signature seen at
C2 and the bipolar signatures and plasma appearance at C1
and C4.
However the observations do not exhibit the predicted
asymmetric bipolar signature with a CPS-like plasma den-
sity occurring concurrently with the positive excursion.
To create the two drop-outs in the plasma sheet down-
stream from a single X-line, the reconnection rate would
have to vary causing two bursts of reconnection. If the X-
line had reconnected all of the CPS field lines it would begin
reconnecting PSBL field lines. If reconnection then slowed
or ceased and then increased again at the same location, there
would be no CPS field lines left and hence one would not ex-
pect to observe a CPS-like density between the two drop-outs
seen in the observations.
7 Conclusions
We have presented multi-point observations of a TCR and the
magnetic structure causing it, using data from the 4 Cluster
spacecraft which each encounter the structure with different
impact parameters. The estimated velocity of the structure,
calculated from the timing of distinct signatures, is (99, 154,
−31) km s−1 in GSM (|V | = 186 km s−1). The structure has
an estimated size of ∼1.19RE measured in the direction of
travel and a size between of 1.94 and 2.86RE measured in
the direction perpendicular to the current sheet, assuming it is
symmetrical about the current sheet. C2 passed outside of the
structure and observed a TCR. C1 and C4 passed through the
structure at high impact parameters and C3 passed through
the centre. C3 observed a region of CPS-like plasma be-
tween two plasma sheet drop-outs. We believe the plasma
sheet drop-outs are due to the passage of two X-lines past
the spacecraft locations; concurrent with the second drop-
out, the spacecraft observes a rotation in the pitch angle of
the ions from 0◦ to 180◦ which is consistent with the ex-
pected signature of a reconnecting X-line. The occurrence of
magnetic reconnection is also indicated by the observation of
parallel/anti parallel electron fluxes. The TCR is caused by
the increase in pressure and expansion of the plasma between
the X-lines in the direction perpendicular to the current sheet.
Although the observations do not fit in their entirety with the
predictions of either the flux rope or the flux bulge models,
the observation of two plasma sheet drop-outs (interpreted as
X-lines, one active, one dormant) with CPS-like plasma be-
tween them and only one TCR is evidence in favour of the
multiple X-line reconnection model.
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